The end is the beginning

In Numerology 10 is also 1 and the beginning of a new cycle. 2017 add up to
the number 10 and for this exhibition Spirit-Matter I chose 10 works to signify
this moment of renewal.

Spirit/History

The Spirit shape motif has hovered around my practice since it's inception,
inscribed and painted in oils on the spinning top sculpture from 1986, exhibited
in this show. They are spirits made from dense heavy Earth matter some
elemental: Iron, steel, clay and aluminum some manmade: concrete, stainless
steel. Having lived with this many of these works for a long time and
depending how I am feeling they can be dark, cold and foreboding, yet in
other moments they are pure light beings floating, rising and ascending to
higher realms of consciousness.

Philosophy

The personal philosophy and symbology of these shapes is derived from my
need to impart to the viewer a sense of our connection to the Earth, the
essence of who we are and why we exist here at all. Esoteric notions of the
soul, mortality, reincarnation, a super self that continues on after us.
We are Spirit-Matter and space walking around in the most incredible space
suits. We are the Earth and evolving spirit beings.
Fredrick White is a Melbourne based artist who since 1985 has
created large scale metal sculptures that have a direct physical
relationship to the ground. Showing work in outdoor sculpture
exhibitions and commissions around Australia.
In 2013 he was awarded the Montalto Sculpture Prize and in 2007
he created From Life To Life in Bridgetown W.A his most important
commission to date
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Rainbow Spirits 2012
Rainbow Serpent
Festival Commission
12 colour Inkjet print
A3
$75

Emotional Attachment 2001
QDOS Gallery, Lorne
12 colour Inkjet print
A3
$75

[Type here]

Bush Spirits 2011

Grass Mud Flood
3 Day Ephemeral
Workshop,
Blackall, QLD12
colour Inkjet print
A3
$75

Each Other 2001 Helen Lempriere
National Outdoor
Sculpture Prize
12 colour Inkjet
print
A3
$75

Incarnation 2017

Time Being No.2 2002

Steel Pipe Steel
Bar Cement
300x140x104 cm
$7,500

Astral Gate 2006

Cast Iron Plumbing
Fitting Nuts Bolts
Steel Plinth
165x30x30cm
$6,250

As One 2009

Steel Plaster Paint
98x40x36cm
Steel base
40x36x104cm
$1,625

Cast Iron Stainless
Steel Pipe Off cut
179x27x27cm
$4,625

Sold

Sold

Time Being No.3
2002

Aluminum Steel
Plumbing Fitting
159x30x30cm
$2,250

Untitled 1986
Bronze Patina Paint
Steel Base
60x30x20cm
$6,250
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